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Abstract: Recently there has been an exponential growth of the number of publicly available legal resources. Portals allowing users to search legal documents, through keyword queries, are now widespread. However, legal documents are mainly stored and offered in different sources and formats that do not facilitate semantic machine-readable techniques, thus making difficult for legal stakeholders to acquire, modify or interlink legal knowledge. In this paper, we describe Solon, a legal document management platform. It offers advanced modelling, managing and mining functions over legal sources, so as to facilitate access to legal knowledge. It utilizes a novel method for extracting semantic representations of legal sources from unstructured formats, such as PDF and HTML text files, interlinking and enhancing them with classification features. At the same time, utilizing the structure and specific features of legal sources, it provides refined search results. Finally, it allows users to connect and explore legal resources according to their individual needs. To demonstrate the applicability and usefulness of our approach, Solon has been successfully deployed in a public sector production environment, making Greek tax legislation easily accessible to the public. Opening up legislation in this way will help increase transparency and make governments more accountable to citizens.
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1. Introduction

Public legal information, a part of the common heritage of humanity [1], is a large collection of different normative documents, which keeps growing and changing with time. Nowadays, as a consequence of initiatives for open data and especially open government data, there is a huge increase in the number of portals providing legal documents to interested parties. Legal sources, to which only a qualified audience had access, are now freely available. Although this open access is usually supported by services such as thematic navigation and keyword search, legal sources are primarily stored and disseminated in a friendly and human readable manifestation, primary presentation oriented e.g., PDF. In this paper, following functional requirements
for bibliographic records (FRBR) terminology [6], we do consider a manifestation to be the physical embodiment of an expression of a work, any different realisation of an expression i.e., paper format, digital format, etc. The use of such proprietary and unstructured format, makes it impossible to establish an interoperability layer among the different sources of information, to allow reuse and interconnection with repositories in the Semantic Web, overall hampering opportunities for openness and transparency.

At the same time, the recent abundance of Open Legal Data poses extra overhead for both citizens and legal professionals to find useful and relevant legal sources. Consider, for example, a compliance manager researching whether a given company is conducting its business in full compliance with national, and potentially international, laws and regulations specific to a particular industry. He/she has to iteratively browse an enormous number of legal documents, obtained iteratively through keyword queries, most probably in PDF format, selecting, through knowledge and experience, relative documents in order to comprehend conditions and grounds. A legal information system providing refined search results, semantically represented, interlinked and enhanced with classification features is intuitively more informative and helpful that a set of relevant PDF files.

Furthermore, as the legal doctrine increases in volume and complexity, finding a relevant norm may be a challenging task even for experts. To alleviate the data overload problem, modern legal information systems are not only intended to provide advanced search tools for users, but also to organize the legal order, to monitor the impact of the new rules on the regulation, to manage documents life-cycle and different versions chronology [7].

In this paper, we present Solon, a legal document management platform. Solon was an Athenian lawmaker remembered particularly for his efforts to legislate against political, economic, and moral decline in archaic Athens. He is credited with having laid the foundations for Athenian democracy.

Solon’s main goal is to assist users reference and retrieve legal and regulatory documents within the exact context of a conceptual reference. It consists of several different components, exposed as Representational State Transfer (REST) services. It is an advanced legal document management platform, operating on legal sources that are automatically discovered and collected from authoritative portals with the help of Web Harvesters/Crawlers on a scheduled basis. It transforms legal sources from presentation oriented, unstructured formats to a suitable for modelling legal sources format, capturing the internal organization of the textual structure and the legal semantics, and classifying them according to a set of rules and interlinking them based on discovered references. Solon utilizes the semantic representation of legal sources, offering, among others fine-grained search results and enabling users to organize legal information according to individual needs.

Our approach, was initially conceived in [8] where we showcased a mechanism allowing for the automatic structuring and semantic indexing of legal documents and primitively was demonstrated in [9], where we showcased its main functionality. Over the years, the platform we initially envisaged has emerged to a mature level. Solon has been successfully deployed in a production environment for the Greek public sector, providing semantic access to Greek tax legislation.

This paper presents in detail the platform functionality and its architectural components, providing a holistic approach to modelling, managing and mining legal sources. We first present the functional requirements that drove the design and implementation of the platform, focusing on the data and meta-data models we utilize, the legal document repository that offers archival of legal documents, the harvesting process as to acquire legal documents from public portals, the Domain Specific Language (DSL) we created as to facilitate the transformation of unstructured raw documents to a structured semantic representation of legal sources, the process utilized for discovering legal citations and interlinking legal sources, the retrieval techniques we adopted for satisfying users information needs and finally the mechanism we employed allowing for a collaborative semantic interlinking of legal sources. Finally, complementing our presentation we provide a real use case example of the platform materialization in a public sector operated production environment, as an evaluation study for the feasibility and applicability of our approach.
2. Architecture

In this Section, we present Solon’s main features, the data model utilized for legal sources and afterwards describe the platform’s architecture.

2.1. General Characteristics

The main requirements for Solon, are focused on:

- Support for automatic and manual import of unstructured documents from predefined legal sources.
  Legal sources, i.e., regulations, case law and administrative acts, are usually authored by government agencies and disseminated through authoritative government websites. Therefore a reliable mechanism should provide input data to the platform on a scheduled basis.

- Automatic structural analysis and semantic representation of textual data and metadata.
  Input legal sources are usually distributed in unstructured text, often proprietary, formats, thus, it is preferable to transform them to a suitable for modelling legal sources format, capturing the legal semantics.

- Automatic discovery and resolution of legal citations, for each respective structural unit.
  Typically, legal documents refer to authoritative documents and sources, thus forming a network of interconnected legal documents. A precondition for the inter-linkage of legal documents and the Legal Linked Open Data formulation is the discovery and resolution of legal citations.

- Automatic classification of legal sources based on custom rules.
  Since the amount of legal sources available will always outweigh the time one actually has to read them, a popular approach to manage the information overload is to assign legal sources to one or more classes or categories, either manually or algorithmically.

- Support for manual curation of the automatically discovered, structured and semantically enriched content.
  While information extraction processes may achieve high levels of accuracy as to replace manual curation, the later is an importance step towards the completeness of the resulting legal knowledge base. Apart from that, there is also a zero tolerance for errors regarding the provision of legal documents.

- Support for multi criteria and multi faceted search using all metadata identified in documents.
  The aim of any information retrieval system is to deliver content that can precisely match and satisfy the users information need. With the plethora of intended users categories, ranging from novices to legal experts, distinctive information retrieval techniques, utilizing heterogeneous dimensions over the legal information sources, should be supported, so as to precisely match information requests.

- Support for structured content retrieval.
  A Legal Document cannot be processed as a general purpose text document; instead it exhibits strict semantics for each part of it, having a hierarchical structure of nested elements (e.g., articles that contain paragraphs, etc.) and covering multiple legal topics. Thus, a more precise approach than simply indexing and retrieving documents as single units, is needed, in order to provide more accurate and relevant results.

- Support for user-defined collections of legal resources around a topic.
  Integrating end users knowledge into the legal sources, is expected to assist them organize and explore legal sources in various meaningful ways.

2.2. Data Model

Various guidelines for good legislative drafting, both at National and E.U. level [10], have established common formats, which most legal documents abide by. In this work the term “format”
is used as to include topics such as structure, numbering, preferred word use and grammar and template sentences.

In a simplified view, a legislative legal document has the following structure:

- **Introductory part.** The introductory part contains information enabling us to identify the type of document as well as most of its publication and manifestation metadata, e.g., title, number, issuing authority, etc.

- **Text body.** The text body is the main part of the document and it may be structured differently depending on the legal document type. It usually follows a well-defined hierarchical layout of text blocks (legal blocks), where high level parts of a document, such as the chapter of a law, contain other blocks, such as articles and paragraphs.

- **End part.** The end part contains closing formulas, the date, and the signatures.

A visual illustration of the aforementioned structure, with manually annotated structural parts and metadata values, for a Greek law is shown in Figure 1.

![Figure 1](image)

**Figure 1.** Overview of the structure of a legal document, with manually annotated structural parts [8].

Figure 2 shows the basic elements of a legal act, according to the European Union Interinstitutional Style Guide [10], an ongoing effort to standardize formats and to harmonize the presentation of publications. These guidelines, contain uniform stylistic rules and conventions which must be used by all the institutions, bodies, offices and agencies of the European Union. Their application is obligatory for all those involved in document production (paper or electronic), within institutions and bodies of the European Union. Depending on the complexity of the text, elements such as parts, titles, chapters or sections may be used in the preamble, enacting terms and annexes.
Figure 2. Basic elements of a legal act, according to European Union Interinstitutional Style Guide [10].

Solon models legal documents utilizing the LegalDocML schema, a standardisation of Akoma Ntoso (Architecture for Knowledge-Oriented Management of African Normative Texts using Open Standards and Ontology) schema [4]. LegalDocML is an Organization for the Advancement of Structured Information Standards (OASIS) standard XML schema [11], suitable for modelling legislative, parliamentary and judiciary documents. The LegalDocML schema allows the structural and semantic components of legal sources to be accessible by machine-driven processes, thereby providing support for the creation of high-quality legislative information services and improving accountability and efficiency in legislative, parliamentary and judicial contexts.

To comply with Greek legal documents i.e., ministerial decisions, laws, regulatory acts of the Council of minister, presidential decrees and administrative acts, we initially analyzed Greek legal sources. Afterwards, we created mapping rules between all the legal blocks (e.g., title, chapters, articles, passages, paragraphs) and their corresponding elements in LegalDocML schema. At the metadata level we also created mapping rules between the LegalDocML schema annotating mechanisms i.e., identification, publication, classification, lifecycle, workflow, temporalData, references and presentation metadata categories and the available/potential metadata types found in Greek legal sources. Finally, for local and proprietary metadata of the platform we utilize the proprietary LegalDocML schema metadata format, based on Dublin Core and FOAF properties vocabularies.

Figure 3 provides a visual part of metadata for Greek Law 4172, encoded in the LegalDocML schema, highlighting the usage of the Functional Requirements for Bibliographic Records (FRBR) and Dublin Core vocabularies among others.
Overall, in accordance with the five levels of compliance to the LegalDocML schema, our data model conforms to level 3. That is we follow: (a) the document structure defined in the LegalDocML specification (e.g., preface, preamble, body, conclusion, annexes) for the entire document, (b) the naming convention of URI/IRI (FRBR metadata) and IDs defined in the LegalDocML Naming Convention and (c) the basic metadata FRBR, publication, normative reference.

Furthermore, in alignment with the European Legislation Identifier (ELI) standard and OWL ontology, a proposed standard providing a method to uniquely identify and access national and European legislation [12], our approach offers the minimum set of metadata required by ELI and assigns a URI at each different legal block modelled in LegalDocML. Hence, the mark-up of each structural unit of the legal sources complies with the ELI standard, facilitating the precise linkage of legal citations for each respective structural unit. As shown in Figure 1, article 1 of the main part of the act with no 3643, published in 2008 by the Greek Parliament, is identified by the’… / gr/ act/ 2008/ 3643/ main/ art/ 1/’ URI.

Last in sequence but not least in importance, as a framework for sharing legal data in a way that will enable maximum use and reuse we pursue FAIR data principles into practice. FAIR principles are one of the main pillars of Open science, providing the guidelines for delivering Findable, Accessible, Interoperable and Reusable datasets and services for researchers. FAIR data principles [13] provide a set of criteria, in the form of questions and requirements, that the publication of (research) data must fulfil, such as whether a dataset contains rich metadata and persistent identifiers for the resources, whether it exhibits a standard vocabulary, or follows an Open Access license or records provenance and versioning of resources. In Solon, we follow these principles by employing a standard vocabulary for the description of the legal documents, i.e., LegalDocML, which is an open and well-established schema used in the legal informatics community as well as a standard URI scheme, i.e., ELI, for providing persistent identifiers to resources, legal documents and parts of it, as well as for versioning purposes. We also provide all resources under a CCBY4.0 license. Other aspects of FAIRNess will be also considered in future deployments.
2.3. Architecture

Solon is based on a set of software components integrated through well-defined APIs, that communicate through REST HTTP interfaces and can be utilized not only as parts of the overall architecture, but also as individual services. A high-level view of Solon logical and conceptual architecture is provided in Figure 4.

Storing and managing complex legal sources functionality is offered by the Document Repository. The Crawler module harvests remote information sources as input data, which afterwards the Text Mining module transforms to a semantically rich data structure. Efficient indexing and retrieval of legal information is performed by the Search module. The Collaborative Semantic Interlinking module allows users to connect, organize and explore legal resources according to individual needs. Finally, synergetic to the above modules is the Administration module assisting manual curation of content and general administrative functionality.

![Figure 4. High-level view of Solon logical and conceptual architecture [8].](image)

3. Solon in Depth

In this section, we present the main architectural components and functionalities of Solon, such as the document repository, the harvesting and data mining components, the semantic interlinking as well as the retrieval techniques we adopted for satisfying users information needs. Supplementary technical material is provided at [https://github.com/mkoniar/Solon/](https://github.com/mkoniar/Solon/).

Solon architecture and implementation was performed with the essential prerequisite of employing only open source software methodologies. As such, we do believe that the open-based software approaches, adequately and sufficiently cover Solon’s main requirements, as presented in Section 2.1. Furthermore, different approaches/tools will eventually affect system sub-components in terms of implementation details and the platform in terms of system performance and adaptability in different legislation environments. Thus, the modular architecture chosen will allow for changes in various sub-components with the minimal effort/disruption. Regarding the tools chosen, Fedora is one of the main open-source repositories built around an active community and which is widely used in digital libraries. It offers numerous capabilities for metadata management, versioning, support of different data models (RDF, XML, etc.) among others. Apache Solr is also one of the most popular open sourced tools used for keyword indexing and search and it allows tight integration with the Fedora repository.
3.1. Legal Document Repository

The main functionality of the document repository is to offer reliable, trustworthy and persistent archival of digital content, emphasizing on availability and use of the information, in accordance with modern web standards. Solon’s legal document repository was build on top of Flexible Extensible Digital Object Repository Architecture (Fedora, http://fedorarepository.org), an open-source, Java based, modular repository framework [14].

Fedora supports flexible and extensible digital objects, which are containers for metadata, one or more representations of the content and relationships to other information resources. Also, it is implemented on the basis of web services, that offer full programmatic management of digital objects as well and search and access to multiple representations of objects.

Figure 5 illustrates the structure of a legal document/object in the repository and the correspondence of REST-based access requests to the object.

![Figure 5. REST based access requests to a Legal document and its components in the Legal Document Repository.](image)

The repository architecture provides the foundation for storing and managing complex digital objects, as well as the relations between them in RDF based relationship model. The repository was build as to assist the semantic layer providing capabilities that make system usage easier, providing powerful facilities for sharing and accessing legal knowledge and a uniform way to classify objects and access the data model.

Digital objects stored in the repository, legal and administrative documents, not only follow a hierarchical data model, but also consist of several documents/files e.g., manifestation format (word, pdf), XML based representation (LegalDocML schema), accompanying material (images), etc. They are stored in a directed acyclic graph of resources where edges represent a parent-child relation. Digital Container management, i.e., create, read, update and delete (CRUD) operations, import and export functionality has been build and exposed through RESTful HTTP API, implementing the W3C Linked Data Platform (LDP) specification [15].

3.2. Crawler—Harvester

Crawling/harvesting legal documents from public portals is a fixed activity, dependent however on the concrete characteristics of the information source to be crawled. The main reason behind this particularity, is the lack of uniformity in terms of interacting with the data provider or the actual content provided. Legal resources are usually provided in unstructured manner, through various
formats. Also accompanying metadata may or not exist, in a variety of formats. Furthermore, a single legal document may consist of several separately offered documents, that should be downloaded together and eventually joined in a bundle e.g., textual representation and images. Last but not least, legal documents may not be directly accessible through an API call, but offered through search results, of varying structure for each information provider, that the crawler has to parse and evaluate in order to find relevant content.

Based upon the aforementioned aspects, aiming also to ensure compatibility and centralized data storage, a distributed architecture was chosen for the design of the harvesting subsystem. It consists of (a) a crawler manager and (b) various crawler implementations, extending a common Crawler interface, interacting with the manager. Figure 6 illustrates, the distributed architecture, which also allows for the easy deployment of new crawlers.

![Crawler Architecture](image)

**Figure 6.** Crawler Architecture. A Crawler manager, interacting with the Legal Document Repository, coordinates discrete crawler implementations, extending a common Crawler interface, that harvest specific information providers.

The crawler manager is mainly responsible for interacting with the Legal Document Repository, ensuring consistent data validation and storage of the acquired data, avoiding also duplication of content. Furthermore, functionality for periodic scheduling and performance monitoring of all crawling activities within the system is offered by the crawler manager, thus, ensuring smooth performance of the system.

Each concrete crawler implementation, build upon the unique characteristics of the information provider to be utilized, is responsible to find and download new or updated data and to deliver the relevant data to the crawler manager. Since crawlers interact with specific information providers, independently of each other, they may be located on the same or in different VMs, providing for load balancing capabilities.

Upon the successful validation, by the crawler manager, of data available to the system, data is then stored in a temporary workspace of the repository, initiating the text mining procedures.

### 3.3. Text Mining

A pipeline strategy, coordinated by a controller, invokes a list of transformers in sequence, passing the output of a transformer as input to the next transformer, enabling the chaining of multiple transformers to perform more complex tasks. Major tasks performed involve acquiring
a structured semantic representation of legal sources, interlinking legal sources and performing advanced classification based upon tailor made rules.

Figure 7 provides an overview of our Text Mining strategy, consisting of (a) Extracting structural and semantic info from legal documents, (b) interlinking legal sources and (c) document classification.

![Text Mining Process](image)

**Figure 7.** Text Mining Process. Unstructured documents are firstly transformed to a suitable for modelling legal sources format, capturing the legal semantics. Afterwards legal citations are discovered and resolved and finally documents are assigned to one or more classes or categories.

### 3.3.1. Structuring Legal Documents

As legal documents are usually distributed, through various technical formats, in a unstructured, presentation oriented manifestation, a process is needed for extracting a machine-readable, semantic representation of them. In this Section, we provide an overview of our approach, on Automatic Structuring and Semantic Indexing of Legal Documents. Our method identifies, with high accuracy, textual and metadata elements of unstructured documents and provides a semantic translation of them to the utilized data model, as presented in Section 2.2.

**A DSL Language for Legal Documents**

Domain-specific modeling [16], a software engineering methodology for designing and developing systems directly from the domain-specific models, offers tailor-made solutions to problems in a particular domain. The structure of a legal document, as described in Section 2.2, can be expressed by a domain-specific model and thus extracted by employing syntax rules (DSL) [17,18]. Hence, document structure analysis methods provide us with the proper framework in order to describe syntactic structure of documents with an abstract document model. When combined with a method to implement a document structure parser by a combination of syntactic parsers, it equips us with a parser that has high generality and extensibility.

A context-free grammar (GFG), described in Extended Backus–Naur Form (EBNF is a formal way of representing context free grammars), $G$ is a tuple $G = (V, T, P, S)$ where

- $V$ is the (finite) set of variables (or nonterminals or syntactic categories). Each variable represents a language, i.e., a set of strings
- $T$ is a finite set of terminals, i.e., the symbols that form the strings of the language being defined
• **P** is a set of production rules that represent the recursive definition of the language.

• **S** is the start symbol that represents the language being defined. Other variables represent auxiliary classes of strings that are used to help define the language of the start symbol.

Initially, we expressed legal documents structure in the form of a set of syntactic rules, i.e., a domain-specific language (DSL) for legal documents, used for generating a syntactic document parser [17,18].

In this way, a syntax rule for the top level document structure of the legal document presented in Figure 1 can be described as shown in Figure 8. Preface and preamble compose the introductory part and body the text part. Nonterminals such as body and conclusions are defined separately.

![Figure 8. Overview of Legal Sources Structure Parser [8].](image)

Figure 8 provides a segmented railway overview of parser rules (left pane) and lexer rules (right pane) for laws. As a rule of thumb legal block definition is kept in the parser (with lower-case symbols) and string declaration in the lexer (with upper-case symbols).

Next, we employ parser generators for implementing the parsing mechanism, based on the defined GFG and the set of syntax rules defined. ANother Tool for Language Recognition (ANTLR), a language framework for constructing recognizers, interpreters, compilers and translators from grammatical descriptions containing actions in a variety of target languages, is among the most powerful and popular parser generators. ANTLR accepts as input any context-free grammar that does not contain indirect or hidden left-recursion and generates a lexer and a recursive-descent parser that uses an ALL(*) production prediction function [19]. Experiments presented in [19] have shown that ALL(*) outperforms general (Java) parsers by orders of magnitude, exhibiting linear time and space behavior for various languages.

The lexer, parser, and tree walker are generated by ANTLR from the corresponding ANTLR grammars. In this way, our method has high generality and extensibility. Among others the advantages of our methodology are:

• we use a powerful abstraction that separates programming from legal domain knowledge

• we can easily extend our grammars to provide for more legal documents e.g., judgements

• it is easier to maintain/evolve the procedure

• our layered implementation allows to easily adopt to new schemas/standards.

For the identification of the syntax rules, we heavily rely on domain knowledge from the legal experts. They provided us with feedback on the structural parts and their relationships (nesting, succession, etc.) within legal sources. Combining different syntax rules together enables to identify the type of the document and the different text block elements it contains. Thus, document structure
analysis methods provide us with the proper framework in order to describe syntactic structure of documents with an abstract document model. Our method exhibits high generality and extensibility, by utilizing powerful abstraction that separates programming from legal domain knowledge, enabling us to easily extend our grammar addressing specialized cases of legal or administrative documents. Despite the encountered difficulties and shortcomings in the identification process, results of our approach are very positive. Overall, our implementation is highly extensible and achieves high accuracy for a variety of legal and administrative documents, as noted in the accuracy and scalability analysis presented in [8].

Parsing Process

The main steps of our approach are: (a) identify the structure of the legal documents, (b) identify legal documents metadata, and (c) validate produced files against the selected schema.

As a pre-processing step, in our method, all legal documents are converted into plain text files. Notably, this step does have the downside of discarding valuable style and layout information found in the presentation document format (pdf/word). Several open source content analysis frameworks can efficiently and effectively perform this task, e.g., Apache Tika. Also, scanned text stored as an image in the supplied document can be adequately handled by an OCR process. While an optical character recognition or OCR system transforms a scanned image into text, it cannot offer 100% accuracy. Although the OCR process accuracy has improved notably over the past decades, as a result of more elaborated algorithms, it may still lose valuable information.

As such, we do believe that manual content curation process is an importance step towards the completeness of the resulting legal knowledge base, especially in cases where there is limited tolerance for errors. Solon utilizes the Apache Tika framework for converting PDF files into plain text. Tesseract OCR can be seemingly integrated with Apache Tika as to handle scanned text stored in PDF images. Solon architecture and implementation provides two models of operation regarding scanned images: (a) having them stored as images and accompany the resulting XML file and (b) enriching the text file with content acquired from the OCR process. However, in the particular use case presented in this paper, Section 4, it was requested by the program owner that Solon operates without the OCR sub-process.

Figure 9 provides a visual overview of our parsing process. The input document is firstly transformed into a token stream by the lexer. In the stream, tokens are associated with a regular expression that define the set of possible character sequences used to form the token. Afterwards, the parser, parses syntactic structure of the token stream creating an Abstract Syntax Tree (AST). AST is a tree data structure representing the abstract syntactic structure of the input stream, which is processed by a tree walker that generates the in-memory document model. Afterwards, a transformer formats the in-memory document model to the chosen legal schema (Section 2.2). Finally, upon successful completion of the semantic checker/validator, the output document is serialized.
Figure 10 provides a visual overview of our parsing methodology. It follows a pipeline strategy, utilizing a top-down approach, that can be summarized into the following five steps:

(a) **Document Type Identification.** A first step in our methodology is to properly identify the type of legal document, since the type of the document defines both the document structure, available metadata and the internal semantic organization of the resulting document. Thus, identifying the type of legal document is a fundamental task to effectively model legal documents. This is achieved by scanning the beginning of the text for several predefined keywords that effectively distinguish document types.

(b) **Structural Analysis.** Having identified the type of legal document, we distinguish legal blocks in the document (e.g., front matter, body, conclusions, annexes). Structural Analysis differs between various document types as predefined in the corresponding grammar and implemented in the appropriate parser.

(c) **Legal Blocks Isolation.** Legal blocks, previously identified in the structural analysis step, are iteratively broken down, into distinct elements, according to the corresponding grammar. Within this step, we try to identify and describe the structure of the legal documents; this includes identification and mark-up of each structural unit of the document (title, articles, sections, chapters, paragraphs, annexes, etc.). In that way, the structural units can be later precisely referred by linking tools where there is a legal citation quoting the respective structural unit. In this step, we also identify document metadata values. Our parser follows an eager approach as to identify as many metadata values as possible, as we assume by design we assume that no metadata is available to the parser. If content metadata is available to our parser, it is parametrically defined whether supplied metadata should prevail over discovered metadata, in cases of conflict, or as an override mechanism.

(d) **Legal Modelling.** In this step, an in-memory model of the document is iteratively constructed as new elements are identified in the text source. Also, this step assigns permanent URI to legal resources based on the technical specifications of the chosen data model and schema (Section 2.2).

(e) **Semantic check and validation.** As a final step semantic check and validation detects any inconsistencies the text may contain from the legal point of view or any discrepancies with
the chosen legal meta model. Our data model follows the LegalDocML schema, a schema where certain elements form a hierarchy of containment. A hierarchy is a set of arbitrarily deep nested sections with title and numbering. Each level of the nesting can contain either more nested sections or blocks and no text is allowed directly inside the hierarchy, but only within the appropriate block element. As a first process in our semantic check and validation step, we perform a schema validation i.e., validate the resulting XML file against the LegalDocML schema. Furthermore, LegalDocML uses only one hierarchy, with predefined names and no constraints on their order or systematic layering. However, legal documents follow constraints on the order or sequence of such hierarchical nested elements e.g., a sub-chapter should be nested inside a chapter or paragraph numbered ‘4’ should precede paragraph numbered ‘5’. Thus, a second process is needed, verifying that the resulting XML files adhere to the constraints of legal documents. Potential errors identified are logged so that the content administrator can access whether they are based on inconsistencies of input text or a system malfunction.

### Figure 10

Parsing follows a pipeline strategy utilizing a top-down approach.

#### 3.3.2. Interlinking Legal Sources

The electronic availability of legal sources in a structured and standard format and the interlinking of legal sources establishing interconnections within the same or similar repositories are necessary preconditions for effective legal document dissemination. Given the abundant use of citations between legal sources, human tagging, is a rather expensive operation, both in terms of time and effort, making it a less attractive option. Methods for automated extraction of references provide a viable alternative. Although legal citations should in theory follow a predictable structure, as official guidelines for legislative drafting establish rules for legal references, deviations from these formal guidelines are the rule rather than the exception. This is attributed to many different factors, e.g., changes in citation norms over time, human factor etc.

The task of detecting and resolving references constitutes of several steps. Firstly, following terminology defined in [20], in cooperation with legal experts we identified and categorized the types of references, e.g., simple, complex, complete and incomplete and produced sets of specific string patterns. Building upon that outcome, we created sets of regular expressions and developed several algorithms for the identification of legal citations. Our research was initially focused in references linking Greek legal sources but afterwards we extended our field of study to cope for references between Greek and EU legal sources. Upon reference discovery, reference resolution follows, identifying the URI’s of the legal sources cited. As already mentioned, our parser creates work level identifiers for each structural unit identified, following ELI standard. Our link resolver, follows the same principles and constructs ELI compatible URI’s for each reference discovered. To cope with aliases, that can not be automatically processed, we have compiled a database of relevant info, functioning as a resolution mechanism, between well known aliases in the field of law and work level identifiers in terms of URI.
3.3.3. Document Classification

Our classification mechanism, follows a deterministic approach, based on a custom developed rule engine. Rules, defined through the administration UI module, are executed against the legal sources using priorities, as to avoid any potential conflicts. Rules can be simple or combined forming complex chains of operation, acting upon the textual data or metadata of the legal sources. For example ‘if the issuing department of the administrative act is \( x \), the signer of the document is \( y \) and the date of issue is within the \( z \) range then classify the legal source as \( w \)’.

As such, there is the possibility that a certain document will fail to classify. In this particular case, during the manual content curation phase, operators may choose to manually enrich the document with desired categories or publish as is. In the former case, they will also investigate the reason behind this lack of classification, potentially adding new rules or altering existing. In the latter case, the document would still be discoverable based on the metadata discovered in the parsing process.

Additionally, we are currently in the process of utilizing machine learning techniques as to automatically classify legal sources with descriptors from EuroVoc (http://eurovoc.europa.eu), a multilingual, multidisciplinary thesaurus covering the activities of the EU, which is also used to index EU legislation sources.

3.4. Collaborative Semantic Interlinking

Annotations are a popular mechanism to integrate end users’ knowledge into the digital curation processes and augment digital items with additional information. In a previous work [21], the infrastructure allowing users to reuse established ontologies as well as semantics created on-the-fly in order to annotate and share resources over dynamically defined usage contexts was presented. The Collaborative semantic interlinking module aims at enhancing a collaborative environment for legal resources management with domain knowledge. Users are able to leverage linked data technologies for creating, exploiting and organizing collaborative information spaces containing diverse legal sources hosted in the platform. Doing so we provide a layer of semantics, inherently shared between end users, assisting them to manage, connect, organize and explore legal resources in various meaningful ways. Furthermore, exploring legal resources via a faceted browsing functionality offers an intuitive way of searching over them.

3.5. Search

The aim of any information retrieval system is to deliver content that can precisely match and satisfy the users information need. Since our intended user group includes people of various levels of domain and technical expertise, ranging form legal experts to novices, we employed various techniques, utilizing various dimensions over the legal information sources, as to precisely match information requests. Our information retrieval component, has been built on top of Solr (http://lucene.apache.org/solr/), a popular open source enterprise search engine, offering full-text search, hit highlighting, faceted search, real-time indexing, supporting advanced customization through a plugin architecture and that can be integrated with our repository component.

In traditional IR techniques [22] documents are indexed and retrieved as single atomic units. However, the nature of legal sources, e.g., legal documents tend to cover multiple topics, be quite long, have a hierarchical structure of nested element, implies that a more refined approach is needed. As such, we follow structured retrieval techniques [23], allowing for the combination of textual criteria, natural-language sentences, with structural criteria, restrictions in terms of the units in which to search the query. By considering legal documents as aggregates of interrelated structural elements that need to be indexed and retrieved, both as a whole and separately according to user requirements, we can perform complex queries which combine metadata and full-text predicates in a single query. Consequently our approach offers more accurate and relevant results, however it leads to a redundant index, since text occurring at depth \( i \) of the document tree is indexed \( i \) times.
Additionally, as a means of improving user satisfaction by increasing the variety of information shown to user, we also employ search result diversification methods. In our previous works [24–26] we originally introduced the concept of diversifying legal information search results, we analysed the impact of various legal sources features in computing the query-document relevance and document-document similarity scores, we introduced legal domain-specific diversification criteria and performed an exhaustive evaluation of several state of the art methods from the web search, network analysis and text summarization domains. In Solon’s information retrieval component, alongside the default ranking process, we offer alternative ranking models, based on diversification techniques, demonstrating notable improvements in terms of enriching search results with otherwise hidden aspects of the legal query space.

4. Digital Library System

Solon architecture has been recently materialized, operating in a production environment, http://elib.aade.gr/elib, under the supervision of the Independent Authority for Public Revenue (tax authority in Greece), http://www.aade.gr/, aiming to provide semantic access to Greek tax legislation.

The project purpose, from the Independent Authority for Public Revenue point of view, is to ‘provide citizens and civil servants, with a user-friendly, electronic tool for locating and retrieving legal and regulatory documents in an easy, accurate and up-to-date manner. In addition, through the Electronic Library, information will be provided in the exact context of a conceptual reference, without unnecessary information’ [27].

In this particular use case, we are concerned about the authoritativeness of information providers. With primary legal sources, such as regulations, case law and administrative acts, the government is the author, and government websites are authoritative publishers. We currently, utilize three external sources of legal information. The first one is the website of the Greek government gazette (http://www.et.gr), the Official Journal of the Hellenic Republic, which provides, presidential decrees, laws and regulatory acts of the Council of minister. In this web portal, access to legal documents is done through the use of a search form where the user has to specify keywords of the legal document he/she is interested in, the publication year and the type of legal document. Relevant documents are then presented to the end user, through a search result page, in pdf file format, without any accompanying metadata. The second deployed Crawler harvests the Transparency Portal (https://diavgeia.gov.gr/en), where all Greek government institutions are obliged to upload their acts and decisions. Furthermore, administrative acts and decisions are not valid unless published in the Transparency Portal. A REST-like data API provides access to all decisions and supplementary information, including a taxonomic structure of its content, in various formats i.e., XML, JSON, atom, RSS. Finally, a third crawler is deployed, as an alternate information feed, covering special content upload requests. Authorized users through the web interface, can upload legal sources to the platform, thus providing an alternate information feed.

Overall the platform supports laws, presidential decrees, ministerial decisions, regulatory acts of the Council of minister, acts and decisions from government institutions as well as Regulations and Directives from the European Parliament and the Council. It currently hosts more than 39,700 legal and regulatory documents.

Figure 11 illustrates the platforms basic navigational facets accessible at http://elib.aade.gr/elib/navigation. Note that Κανονισμός and Οδηγία refer to EU Regulations and Directives respectively.
Unstructured legal sources are then modelled by the parser into a machine-readable, semantic representation, which is afterwards enriched by the process of interlinking legal sources and document classification. Manual curation process, as performed by civil servants, through the administrative interface fine tunes the automatic procedure. Advanced search facilities, offered by the search component, provide accurate legal sources, that can be further customized utilizing functionality exposed by the collaborative semantic interlinking module, thus enabling users to organize legal information according to individual needs and explore legal resources in various meaningful ways.

Figure 12 illustrates the platform’s advanced search form, accessible at http://elib.aade.gr/elib/search. Users can utilize a combination of multiple metadata/classification criteria, automatically discovered from legal documents, as to satisfy their information needs.
Solon covers a wide range of user groups. Several civil servants of the Independent Authority for Public Revenue have been assigned the content manager role, thus, they are responsible for curating digital content, releasing the content for public use, and fine-tuning the text mining process. Administrators are responsible for managing access permissions/rights to user groups and roles and monitor overall system performance. General public, unregistered users can browse, read and search published content in the platform. Finally, registered end users can additionally augment digital items with additional information and organize legal sources into collaborative information spaces.

Annotations are a popular mechanism to integrate end users’ knowledge into the digital curation processes and augment digital items with additional information. In a previous work [21], the infrastructure allowing users to reuse established ontologies as well as semantics created on-the-fly in order to annotate and share resources over dynamically defined usage contexts was presented. The Collaborative semantic interlinking module aims at enhancing a collaborative environment for legal resources management with domain knowledge. Users are able to leverage linked data technologies for creating, exploiting and organizing collaborative information spaces containing diverse legal sources hosted in the platform. Doing so we provide a layer of semantics, inherently shared between end users, assisting them to manage, connect, organize and explore legal resources in various meaningful ways. Furthermore, exploring legal resources via a faceted browsing functionality offers an intuitive way of searching over them.

Users, both internal (Independent Authority for Public Revenue personnel) and external (general public) were positively impressed with the use of the platform. We performed several interviews with representatives from the aforementioned categories of end users, collecting their feedback and received several suggestions, mainly focused upon improving the usability of the application. Based upon the initial feedback, we are preparing an on line survey as to qualitative and quantitative assess provided services, as perceived by end users. Individual methods and components of our platform have been extensively evaluated separately [8,25,26], but we also plan on a more refined technical evaluation of the platform.

5. Related Work

Several lines of work are related to the present paper. In this section, we first present related work on Legal Resources Meta Models, afterwards on Legal Document Management Systems, then on Legal Document Structuring techniques, followed by Legal Citations and finally on Legal Text Retrieval techniques.

5.1. Legal Resources Meta Models

A legal XML schema is required to structure documents, represent metadata and (cross-)links, and format legislative documents. Several legal document standards were introduced in the recent years. Among the more widespread ones are MetaLex [2], NormeInRete [3], AkomaNtoso [4], United States Legislative Markup (https://github.com/usgpo/uslm), United Kingdom Legislation (http://www.legislation.gov.uk/developer/format/xml) and LexML Brasil [28]. A comparative analysis of the main standards for legislative documents, underlining specific strengths and weaknesses of each standard, at European and extra-European levels is presented in [29]. In this work we utilize the Akoma Ntoso schema providing extensions to accommodate for custom Greek legal sources structure and metadata.

5.2. Legal Document Management Systems

Early optimism with the advent of the first legal expert systems has now, for various reasons, disappeared [30] and research is currently more focussed in the area of legal document management systems. Eunomos [31] is a legal knowledge management system employing ontologies to classify norms. Compared with Solon it does not conform with Linked Data Platform specification or offers advance search facilities. The MetaLex Document Server [32] offers Legal Documents as versioned
Linked Data. It applies a generic conversion mechanism from legacy legal XML syntaxes to CEN MetaLex, while in contrast Solon automatically structures legal sources in XML and identifies/resolves legal citations. In a similar approach [33] aims to publish Finnish law as a Linked Open Data service, modelling statutes and court decisions in RDF, focusing more on re-use of the data in various mash-up services, rather than providing a Legal Document Management System.

5.3. Legal Document Structuring

A machine-readable representation of legislation may be created at the same time that the text is edited, asking the user to provide information about the text, through specialized editing software, as presented in [34,35], or afterwards. In this work, we focus on the latter approach of creating a model after the text is created, also suited for legacy legal sources. The work presented in [36], where the authors present a method for document structure analysis with syntactic model and parsers for Japanese legal judgments, is closer to ours. In contrast with [36], our method does not rely on PEG [37] rules, but on CFG parser which allows for more flexibility in regards to ambiguity and context-dependent grammar by means of predicates [19].

5.4. Legal Citations

Various research methods have been proposed for detecting and resolving references between sources of law [20,38,39]. Network theory has also been applied in the field of law to construct citation networks [40], evaluating the relevance of court decisions [41], assisting summarizing legal cases [42] and proposing a network-based approach to model the law [43]. In this work, we employ automatic methods for detecting and resolving references between sources of law and also utilize the network of citations as to assist user navigation and diversify search results.

5.5. Legal Text Retrieval

Various dimensions of relevance in legal information retrieval based on specific features of legal information are examined in [44]. Legal text retrieval traditionally relies on external knowledge sources, such as thesauri and classification schemes, utilizing several supervised learning methods [45]. In this work, we do not rely on external knowledge sources but utilize the structure and specific features of legal sources as to provide more refined and diversified search results.

6. Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper, we presented Solon, a platform suitable for modelling, managing and mining legal sources. It utilizes a novel method for extracting semantic representations of legal sources from unstructured formats, interlinking and adding classification features. Also, it provides more refined and diversified search results utilizing the structure and specific features of legal sources, while allowing users to connect, organize and explore legal resources according to individual needs.

Currently, Solon deals with ministerial decisions, laws, regulatory acts of the Council of minister, presidential decrees and administrative acts; however, we are currently extending its applicability to cover judicial legal sources as well. Several other extensions of this research are currently under implementation or investigation. These include the application of natural language processing for the identification of named entities, the temporal management of legal resources (e.g., the time validity of a legal block), the automatic soft encoding of legislative sources (e.g., generation of amending documents based on the editing of an existing law or proposal) and, finally, the automatic consolidation of (proposed) legislation based on the original and its amending documents and finally the application of machine learning methods for advanced classification of legal documents. Furthermore, as a means to enrich our classification module, we are currently experimenting with machine learning techniques. Specifically, we wish to automatically classify legal sources with descriptors from the multilingual and multidisciplinary thesaurus EuroVoc, which is also used to index E.U. legislation sources.
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